The MS in Management at the Gabelli School of Business focuses on responsible business practices and creative managerial problem-solving that produces benefits for all. Students explore innovative business solutions that allow them to contribute to their industries—and the world at large—with a civic-minded approach.

**APPLIED AND EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING**
- Guest speakers from socially responsible and innovative companies
- Career coaching and executive mentoring

**EXTRACURRICULAR ENGAGEMENT**
- **Fordham Net Impact** represents a new generation of business leaders who want to use their careers to solve the world’s toughest sustainability challenges.
- **Research Centers:**
  - The Center for Humanistic Management
  - Social Innovation Collaboratory
- **Conferences:** Net Impact NYC 2019 Summit, Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) Conference, Net Impact 2018 Conference
- **Professional Associations:** Net Impact NYC, NY+Acumen, SASB

**GLOBAL IMMERSION**
Global Immersion is a required intensive course that provides students with insights into the context of business innovation. Students visit an international city and gain exposure to the community, politics, and economy through coursework, and company and cultural visits.

**RECENT EMPLOYERS OF MSM GRADUATES**

**CAREER PATHS**
Data Strategist, Financial Services Analyst, Global Quantitative Management Analyst, Management Consultant, Product Manager, Real Estate Analyst, Software Project Manager

**ALUMNI PERSPECTIVE**
“The Global Immersion delivers a firsthand glimpse at how leading industries are developing socially innovative and sustainable solutions to society’s most significant challenges. This opportunity complements the academic experience by provoking you to reconsider traditional management models and explore new definitions of leadership and management.”

MICHELE GONZALEZ, MSM ’19
Associate, Development Program, Columbia Bank New Jersey

**THE MS IN MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOCUSES ON:**
- Business strategy for the modern world
- Design thinking
- Finance in sustainable organizations
- Leading organizations in the 21st century
- Managerial statistics
- Modern management
- Modern operation and supply chain management
- Purpose-driven marketing
- Sustainable business and global initiatives management

**FEMALE 48%**
**MALE 52%**

**624 GMAT (TOP-20%)**
**2 YEAR AVERAGE**

**64% OF CEOs SAY THAT "CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) IS CORE TO THEIR BUSINESS."** - 2016 PWC GLOBAL CEO SURVEY

**23 GLOBAL CITIES REPRESENTED**

**STUDENT POPULATION**